Abstract—A new economy built on the massive growth of endpoints on the internet will require precise and verifiable timing in ways that current systems do not support. Applications, computers and communications systems have been developed with modules and layers that optimize data processing but degrade accurate timing. State-of-the-art systems now use timing only as a performance metric. Correctness of timing as a metric cannot currently be designed into systems independent of hardware and/or software implementations. To enable the massive growth predicted, accurate timing needs cross-disciplinary research to be integrated into these existing systems. This paper reviews the state of the art in six crucial areas central to the use of timing signals in these systems. Each area is shown to have critical issues requiring accuracy or integrity levels of timing, that need research contributions from a range of disciplines to solve.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We stand at the advent of a revolutionary new economy fueled by the global Internet of Everything, IoE, a combination of the traditional telecom system with its growing need for wireless technology, and the emerging Internet of Things, IoT, including Machine-to-Machine (M2M) technology [1][2]. Cisco, among others, predicts that there will be a trillion endpoints connected to the internet by 2022, with $14.4 trillion in value at stake [4]. One fundamental enabler of this revolution will be a marriage of timing signals and data that breaks through the existing barriers. Currently, optimal use of data in computing and networking is anathema to optimal use of timing signals. Computer hardware, software and networking all isolate timing processes, allowing the data to be processed with maximum efficiency due in part to asynchrony. Yet, coordination of processes, timestamping of events, latency measurement and optimal use of precious spectrum are enabled by timing.

Timing is critical for the future development and improvements to several current high value applications. For example, smart transportation where the exchange of information between vehicles, highways, and perhaps civil authorities will depend on a robust ubiquitous timing system to ensure the provenance of the data. Similar requirements are found in the operation of the power grid, especially now that wind farms, solar arrays and the like which will require different control strategies are becoming an important part of the system. Medical applications such as tele-surgery, and applications in financial systems are other important examples.

There are three different types of timing signals for synchronization: frequency, phase, and time. Frequency can be supplied by an individual clock, such as a commercial cesium standard, though practicality drives the use of oscillators that require calibration and active reference signals. By contrast, phase and time synchronization always require transport of signals plus data, the transfer of timing signals. Timing signals are physical, they occur on the physical layer of networks. The IoT will have many devices and applications that require frequency, time or phase synchronization. Frequency, time and phase will all need to cross layers, boundaries, and networks from their sources in accurate clocks. Requirements for these transfer systems will include parameters that can create different, perhaps orthogonal, demands on systems. Accuracy, stability, and integrity (and perhaps non-repudiability) requirements are realized with different demands on systems.

To facilitate the massive growth of the IoE, data processing and networking will need new designs at fundamental levels, allowing integration with precise and verifiable time, frequency and phase signals.

As we shall discuss for networks, processors, operating systems and most applications, timing is regarded today as a performance metric, not as a correctness criterion. Redesigning systems to integrate timing as a correctness criterion will require extensive innovative efforts. Research and development will be required in all aspects of timing, computing and networking. We present needed research by suggesting a layering into six areas, though they are often coupled:
- clock and oscillator designs,
- time and frequency transfer methods,
- the use of timing in networking and communications systems,
- hardware and software architecture,
- design environments,
- and the design of applications.

Achieving innovation in these areas will require collaborative research that combines the resources of three different domains: industry, academia, and government. Each of these three domains has a different orientation for contributing to this research, as well as a different need for the research results. For example, industry, academia, and government may prioritize very differently the value of short-term versus long-term results, as well the value of standardization. All different priorities are subject to common criteria for classifying the results, which include 1) different levels of accuracy or precision, 2) the extent of the availability of the technique, 3) the cost of the device or implementation, 4) the amount of power available or needed, and 5) the verifiability or integrity of the timing supplied. This latter also includes the ability to claim non-repudiation as a requirement. Each of these leads to different, yet essential types of challenges. For example, supplying sub-nanosecond timing over a network with as-available reliability is quite different than supply millisecond timing for safety-of-life applications.

The following sections will expand upon this brief introduction. Section II sets forth a layered model for time aware applications, computers and communications systems (TAACCS) starting with the bottom layer of oscillators and clocks and proceeding up- time transfer, network and communication timing, hardware and software timing support for applications, design environments, and finally applications. In section III we give a brief statement of the state of the art (SOA) for each layer, and most importantly discuss critical issues (CI) requiring research.

In section IV we summarize this needed research and discuss the interdependence of the different layers and of the different timing needs. Research problems will often appear as orthogonal challenges trying research in all these areas together, emphasizing the need for cross-discipline research to make solutions viable.

II. A LAYERED VIEW OF TIME AWARE SYSTEMS

This section proposes a layered model for time aware applications, computers and communications systems (TAACCS) starting with the bottom layer of oscillators and clocks and proceeding up- time transfer, time-aware networks and communication systems, hardware and software timing support for applications, design environments, and finally applications that exploit timing. We note that many of these layers are coupled and requirements need to be addressed at all levels.

The layers are:
- Oscillators and clocks: A clock consists of an oscillator and a counter. These devices fundamentally produce a frequency and may or may not have a capability to maintain time. In practice, a clock as frequency supplier must usually be calibrated against a more accurate standard, remain stable and/or must be locked to a frequency signal. However time, being a human artifact, can only be supplied by a clock after it has been initially set. In addition, frequent updates from a source of time are generally required to maintain time accuracy within the needed limits.
- Time and frequency transfer systems: The function of this layer is to synchronize clocks in different locations in a distributed system. Accurate time and phase fundamentally must be transferred through some physical medium, while frequency transfer is generally required for practical reasons. The most common methods in current use are GNSS signals from the sky, and transfer through communication networks using protocols such as the network time protocol, NTP, or precision time protocol, PTP.
- Time aware network and communications systems: Here we consider traditional communication technology but with enhanced capability to support time aware services and communications.
- Timing support for applications: We need a semantics in programming for precision time and timing, allowing deterministic execution independent of the processing hardware, sensors or actuating electronics. This will include timing artifacts in microprocessors, FPGAs, and other hardware, and in the programming languages used to employ them.
- Development environments: Tools are required for designing, simulating, and generating code for time aware systems. Though there are powerful tools available, incorporating precise timing and deterministic functioning will require a fundamental shift in the design of these tools and their relationship to physical levels of hardware.
- Time aware applications: These ultimate consumers of timing signals will have diverse requirements. Accuracy, precision, and stability form one type of requirement, along with security and verifiability or integrity providing a rather different direction of needs. Levels of accuracy and the ability to trust the timing will determine the usefulness and safety of this new universe. Finally, operation within the power envelope of the IoT device, especially those that are battery-powered, will need to be achieved without degrading its cost effectiveness.

As a brief statement of the research recommended by this paper, we summarize critical research areas, which we expand upon in section III:

- Oscillators in the network will require a range of trade-offs among performance, power and cost, as well as ensembling methods, that challenge the state-of-the art,
- Time Transfer Systems will need to deliver signals to an exponential increase in endpoints, with various specifications of accuracy and integrity
- Time Aware Networks will need development in a number
of areas:
- Network hardware and software will need new designs to support and make use of time awareness
- Development of time aware and controlled networks requires research in both propagating and using timing signals
- Controlling latency in networks is crucial to many real-time applications
- Performance monitoring is required for maintenance and service-level agreements, and is greatly enhanced by synchronization
- Precision timing optimizes use of precious spectrum

- **Timing Support for Applications** will need cross-discipline research in the following areas:
  - Hardware and software support of predictable execution will need to balance the depth of change in systems with cost and implementation
  - Timing across interfaces will require standards and latency control both among CPUs and in crossing network domains
  - Scale issues need addressing in supplying time to large numbers of systems
- **Development Environments** will need to evolve to support timing accuracy independent of the hardware that systems are running on
- **Applications** can make innovative use of time, and will further stimulate the development of these other items

### III. The State of the Art and Critical Issues for Each Layer

In this section, we discuss the state of art (SOA) for each layer, and the critical issues (CI) requiring additional research to enable the most effective use of time in these systems.

#### A. Oscillators and clocks

Timing performance is fundamentally dependent upon an underlying oscillator, or ensemble of oscillators and the clocks constructed based on these oscillators.

1) **State of the art:** Time aware systems depend on clocks. A clock consists of a counter and an oscillator and the performance of the clock depends on the granularity of the counter, e.g. the least significant bit, LSB, and the frequency and stability of the oscillator.

Of the various types of oscillators, the quartz crystal remains the most ubiquitous in electronic systems due to the relatively small size, power, stability and cost for a given performance range. However, a variety of Silicon resonators are now being developed, some MEMS-based. The latter offers the possibility of ultra-high volume manufacturing and the potential for integration into chips/CPUs/DSPs/FPGAs. Each oscillator type has its own peculiarities and neither alone may be successful in meeting all of the requirements.

Representative state of the art oscillator attributes are shown in Table I [5]. Until recently OCXOs were quite expensive but recent developments have produced small OCXOs with excellent performance for very low cost [6]. The CSAICs can be obtained in a <17cm³, 35 grams, <120mW form factor but with rubidium performance, hence should lead to new design tradeoffs once the cost is reduced [7].

2) **Critical research issues:** Power and cost constraints for the Internet of Things will be a primary driver in the creation of new designs for highly accurate time-keeping devices that can be deployed at the scale of tens-of-billions annually. Near term applications such as the smart grid and transportation will require more stability and accuracy than can be provided by mechanical oscillators. Atomic frequency standards are necessary at key places in telecommunications networks and critical infrastructure in order to meet the required accuracy, maintain holdover and for security requirements.

To meet these needs, further research will be required in the following areas:

- Increasing accuracy while reducing the cost, size, weight, and power for atomic frequency standards,
- Fundamental cost/performance limits for crystal and/or silicon oscillators over the range of expected operating conditions (temperature, humidity, pressure, voltage, vibration, aging),
- Evaluation of ensembles of low cost oscillators and or hybrid quartz-MEMS ensembles, and the development of hardware and software techniques for ensembling and compensation for varying operating conditions.

#### B. Time and frequency transfer

The transfer of time, phase and frequency all are mitigated by the delay of the medium carrying the signal. There are two general methods: one-way transfer and two-way transfer. For accurate one-way time transfer, the total delay must be estimated and either physically removed from the received signal, or compensated for using a data technique. In two-way time and phase transfer a signal is sent in both directions from a reference clock to a client. If the delay is the same in both directions, it is possible to use the measurements associated with these two signals to remove the delay. The equality of these path delays is referred to as the symmetry of the two-way signals. Noise in both one-way and two-way systems essentially appears as variations in the transfer delay.

We focus here on time and frequency transfer for large numbers of users and commercial applications. Time and frequency transfer is generally accomplished using **Global
Navigation Satellite Systems, GNSS, (particularly Global Positioning Satellites GPS) and time transfer across communications networks. Requirements for time and frequency transfer must be met by controlling the delay through the transfer system. As discussed in Section 1, a common frequency could be established in principle to very high accuracy with only local clocks, i.e. without comparison signals. This is generally not done for practical reasons, as it would require accurate Cs. frequency standards wherever frequency is required, which are very expensive with today’s technology. Time and phase, by contrast, must be transferred from a reference because they are not based on physics, but are human artifacts. Synchronizing time and phase among remote locations cannot be done using only local devices, but requires that physical signals be accurately passed.

1) State of the art: GNSS has become the most common method of providing precise timing to users across the world, including synchronization in the telecommunications and power industries. GPS is incredibly accurate, reliable, and inexpensive, resulting in many parts of industry depending on GPS for time and position. GPS accuracy depends on the quality of the quartz oscillator which determines the time required for averaging GPS signals. GPS receivers are unlikely to achieve better than 100ns phase accuracy using low-cost quartz oscillators, but a well-designed receiver with an oscillator permitting integration times of >100s, can achieve 100ns time and phase accuracy. A receiver using an oscillator permitting integration times of 24 hours can achieve ±10ns accuracy [8]. The time of all GNSS are derived from national laboratories and are therefore the de facto method of obtaining coordinated universal time, UTC, or international atomic time, TAI, time or frequency for any precision needs.

The great success of GPS also presents a problem. Unfortunately, the GPS signal is extremely weak and hence vulnerable to interference, either intentional or unintentional [9]. There also have been failure modes from the satellites or in the receivers. Thus, though GPS is now embedded in many systems for time and frequency transfer, there is an urgent need to back it up, or allow for appropriate holdover.

The second most common method of time transfer is across communications networks. Here we include both so-called wired networks (including optical fibers) and wireless networks.

Accurate time transfer to endpoints distributed throughout networks requires compensation, reduction or elimination of delay and packet delay variation, PDV, due to physical transmission over the media, media access protocols, switching, routing and queuing in and between the network elements. In networks, time transfer is typically achieved by using a two-way protocol, sending time stamps in both directions between the devices. This process cancels the delay to the extent that it is the same in both directions. The asymmetry of delay in networks is a major cause of inaccuracy in time transfer that can not be completely compensated by means of network protocols alone, but requires careful design to minimize at each network layer.

Despite these degradations, substantial efforts have been made to improve time transfer in wide area networks, WAN, and local area networks, LAN. The network time protocol, NTP, came into widespread use around 1985 as a wide area timing protocol thanks to its inventor David Mills [10], and today is implemented in essentially every PC in the world. NTP accuracy is limited by network and operating system PDV as well as the asymmetry of paths through the internet to a few milliseconds. NTP distributes UTC time derived from an ensemble of servers each synchronized to UTC, generally using either GPS or analog telephone lines to link directly to a national lab.

In recent years two additional network-based time distribution protocols designed primarily for LANs have been standardized. The first, SAE6802 [11]. Deterministic or Time-Triggered Ethernet, is designed for safety-critical systems and has been implemented in several recently designed aircraft. SAE6802 achieves sub-microsecond accuracy while partitioning IEEE 802.3, i.e. Ethernet, bandwidth using time slots allocated to safety-critical and normal traffic thereby providing latency guarantees for safety-critical traffic and best effort for normal traffic.

The second major protocol is the precision time protocol, PTP, defined in standard IEEE 1588 [12]. PTP was designed for LANs but is increasingly being applied in WAN environments by the telecommunications industry where accuracies of < 3µs have been realized over multiple hops of optical fiber in a 40km long path in a live telecommunication network [13]. PTP specifies upgraded network bridges, so-called boundary and transparent clocks, that greatly, but not completely, compensate for symmetric, and asymmetric network delay and PDV due to queuing in the network elements. With these specialized bridges, IEEE 1588 can easily achieve LAN synchronization of 100ns and with care <10ns [14] [15]. In addition recent work at CERN using a combination of IEEE 1588 and OSI network layer 1 frequency transfer has achieved 100ps accuracy and 8ps precision across three 5km hops of fiber optic cable [16]. The major impediment to high accuracy in PTP (or any other two way time transfer protocol) is network asymmetry where the timing packet transmission latencies differ in the forward and backward directions. This is particularly pronounced in WAN environments where, unless care is taken, network routing can cause the forward and backward packets to take different routes through the network. In a LAN, bridge asymmetry is effectively eliminated by boundary or transparent clocks leaving uncorrected PHY chip and link asymmetry as the principal impairments.

In wired networks, the state-of-the-art in network-based time transfer, e.g. NTP and PTP, relies on communication circuits that are mostly reliable and somewhat difficult to physically access. As mobile computing and so-called connected embedded systems (popularly the Internet of Things) become dominant, the trend in per-communication-link quality

1A PHY chip forms the interface between the digital representation in a microprocessor and the signals on the communication medium.
will drop due to the increased use of wireless technologies with their inherent physical limitations. Moreover, IoT-style wireless networks are especially vulnerable to attack – at least in their present incarnation – because the physical links are readily “hacked” using off-the-shelf components (e.g., 802.15.4 radios that are built in to sub $10 microcontrollers). It would not be at all difficult for a malicious party to interfere with an IoT-instrumented factory or plant at the level of disrupting system time and device coordination, and the consequences could be disastrous.

Moreover, the spectrum used by such devices – typically in the industrial, scientific, and medical bands – does not have any monitoring or oversight per se. This stands in contrast to today’s mobile networks that are operated under license. The licensee has the motivation to monitor for and deal with interferences in their spectrum.

2) Critical research issues: Except in a closed LAN environment it is unrealistic to expect application designers to implement a complete time distribution protocol. Rather designers should access time as a service provided by others. This service model has resulted in the widespread use of both GPS and NTP in commercial and industrial equipment. However both have their limitations. NTP, as widely implemented in servers, computers, and laptops, is limited to millisecond accuracy.

NTP is not limited to wired networks. Smart phones use NTP for time of day alignment. The medium for transport of the NTP packets is invisible to the TCP/IP layers. The question is the available precision of the time transfer mechanism and its demand on the underlying transport network. NTP with hardware time stamping can achieve the same performance as PTP. The issue is a lack of standardization for NTP hardware time stamping methods. For example, Ericsson used a proprietary mechanism for hardware time stamping NTP to provide 3GPP 50ppb frequency accuracy before 1588 came along.

GPS, while capable of high accuracy, is vulnerable to interference and is unreliable in indoor and some urban environments, e.g. concrete canyons. Obtaining accuracy and holdover with GPS requires the use of expensive local oscillators. In addition to GPS and NTP, what is needed is the delivery of precision time, for example using PTP, as a service provided by the telecommunications providers at the WAN and wide area wireless level, by enterprises at the LAN and local wireless level and by consumers and residences via Cable Modems, PON, XDSL, and wireless access devices. Timing accuracy emerges from the details of the implementation: the network topology, the specific equipment, components, software and algorithms.

As noted, all current time distribution protocols have their vulnerabilities. The physics of wireless links and the threat of widespread interference poses new challenges. Given this, research aimed at resolving the ease of use, accuracy, reliability and security issues in time transfer is essential. This is particularly true for safety-critical applications. To meet these challenges additional research is needed in the following areas:

- Methods of authenticating GPS (and GNSS) signals, detecting and mitigating spoofing, and overcoming jamming
- Security technology for all relevant time transfer methods, such as verifiability and non-repudiability of timing, particularly for safety-critical applications
- Optimal techniques for combining GNSS with wired and wireless network timing to support a wide variety of requirements, including accuracy, stability, security, reliability and GNSS availability
- Cost-effective and power-appropriate methods of transferring time and frequency through networks, both wired and wireless, as applications demand increasing accuracy in diverse environments, with emphasis on delivering time as a service.

C. Time aware networks and communications

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model [17] creates seven abstraction layers that remove implementation details of lower and upper layers from designers. This model is now used throughout communications networks with great success, as it allows designs that are implementation independent, except for timing. The lowest layer, the physical layer, is required for timing signals. Timing through a communications network can be no better than this layer, while the separation of layers worsens timing signals that rely on upper layers. As noted in Section II, network timing is currently seen as merely a performance metric, not a correctness criterion. Timing accuracy emerges from the details of the implementation: the network topology and the specific equipment used. This issue of timing accuracy being dependent on implementation is a strong motivation for this paper at several levels; in this section it motivates time aware networks. Determinism of network delays and latency is necessary to enable the growth of time aware applications including the Internet of Everything.

We break up this section into several subsections discussing time awareness in networks and communications:

- network equipment hardware issues,
- time aware and controlled networks,
- and time support of latency control.
- performance monitoring and optimization,
- wireless spectrum and bandwidth utilization.

1) Network equipment hardware issues:

a) State of the art – network equipment hardware issues: This section discusses issues with networking equipment (NE) such as bridges and routers. Today’s wide area communication systems are composed of a variety of technologies, e.g. SONET/SDH, ATM, microwave links, etc. all managed by the world’s telecommunications companies. Recently Ethernet has begun to displace this infrastructure due to perceived cost advantages primarily of the NE. However these companies are still expected to deliver some traditional and newer synchronous services, e.g. fax, streaming video. This is reflected in the design of NE where packet buffers mediate differences in transmission and reception rates and where needed time-stamps or adaptive techniques are used to reconstruct source
timing at the receivers and packet routing protocols have replaced circuit switched communications.

However as discussed earlier, timing needs for wireless protocols operating at the local area have radically increased the importance of telecommunications operators providing accurate time throughout the system. This is reflected in standards activities governing NE, e.g. ITU-T recommendations G.8261, G.8262, G.8264, and G.8271 [18]. This work is well underway; network equipment following these standards is available and, as noted earlier in the case of China Mobile and others, rapidly being deployed.

Similar changes are occurring at the LAN level where bridges and end devices incorporating IEEE 1588 to provide accurate local timing are available and are being deployed.

b) Critical research issues – network equipment hardware issues: Networking equipment contains data and control parts. Today, timing for these parts is not well linked. Moreover, different parts of a data path use different clocks, with the control path running on low quality oscillators, and often with each CPU having its own independent oscillator. This effectively creates a need for controlled transitions, creating protocols which need to allow various delays in the systems, to support the exchange of acks and requests, etc. If the clocks were better synchronized, there would be a reduction of WAIT states since data exchanges could be done at the exact time. Delays caused by the crossing of a clock domain would be eliminated, and protocols would be simplified and work in a time coordinated fashion.

We note here that time triggered systems still incorporate WAIT states, albeit primarily for enabling provably correct systems rather than efficiency [19]. There is also a large community that advocates asynchronous protocols rather than time-based protocols [20] [21].

That said, there are promising areas of research including:
• Design requirements for a global clock domain include phase alignment of the physical clock in each component,
• The clock needs to be distributed within equipment using buffers with adjustable delays, including negative delays. The board clock needs to be distributed accurately within electronic components, so that delays can be compensated for.
• To evolve change slowly, the time driven design of boards and network elements’ hardware would be the first step. Component variability compensation (similar to what is done in CERN’s White Rabbit project [16] but on a larger scale [17]) would be the next step. This project is a significant step in showing what can be achieved with hand adjusted delays. While it is not practical in mass production yet, there are many lessons which could be learned from the design.

2) Time aware and controlled networks:

a) State of the art – time aware and controlled networks: In today’s networks the primary use of global time and frequency is related to operation of the cellular systems and to emulating existing services as discussed earlier. At the LAN level safety-critical applications such as aircraft controls are managed using time triggered architectures which for networks imply a TDMA protocol. SAE 6802 is an example of a standard providing this capability [17].

The Audio Video Bridging (AVB) task group within IEEE 802.1 recently completed a suite of standards that synchronize time and bound network latency for packets associated with an accepted reservation, allowing time-sensitive streams to coexist with time-insensitive networking without degrading the performance of either. Building on these standards, the task group recently expanded its scope and changed its name to Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) [3]. With the planned enhancements, future networks will provide extremely low latency (few microseconds or less) by queuing links at the right time, allowing time-sensitive packets to pass through uninhibited by queues and unimpeded by other traffic. For such a system to operate effectively, the network infrastructure must agree on both a timebase, and a schedule for every set of time-sensitive paths. However it is an open question of whether these efforts can be made robust enough to enable life/safety applications such as tele-surgery that depend on provably robust delay bounds and timing across the application.

The rapid adoption of cloud based computing raises additional complications when the applications are time sensitive. Synchronizing data bases, linking commit order, distributed applications, and other issues will require different levels of timing accuracy and integrity.

b) Critical research issues – time aware and controlled networks: Research projects here include:
• Move toward a fully deterministic network with absolute time alignment
  – Interworking from individual components of a clock tree to network level protocols
  – New protocols and features, with increased security
• Strategize implementing total synchronization given legacy interfaces
  – Identify where the precise time is most useful at different levels of the system
  – Separate accurate time domains and run time alignment between them,
  – Extend to wider areas
• Use time to augment routing protocols. Today’s routing protocols are designed for addressing and to average throughput efficiency. Time sensitivity of traffic is reflected in various priority mechanisms. Other mechanisms such as earliest deadline first routing need to be investigated
• Approach absolute latency guarantees. Access can be controlled as is done in LANs operating using a time

http://iee802.org/1/pages/avbridges.html

2Discussions of many of these devices and deployments can be found in the proceedings of the ISPCS conferences available from the IEEE Xplore digital library. Note also that IEEE 802.1AS, which contains a profile of IEEE 1588, was designed to serve the timing needs of the audio/video community.

3 The CERN White Rabbit technology is scheduled to be included in the revision of IEEE 1588-2008 currently in progress
scheduled protocol. Research extending these techniques to wider areas is needed
• Explore the use of computing resources within network equipment for something intermediate between cloud and strictly local computation

3) Time support of latency control:
   a) State of the art – time support of latency control:
   Latency control is essential for many real-time applications including live audio/video, factory automation/control, and financial transactions. Tele-surgery, live audio/video and computer control of a manufacturing line require bounded latency while financial transactions require fixed latency for fairness.
   There is a strong trend in the professional audio/video industry to move toward the use of standard networks instead of analog or special-purpose interfaces in the transport of time-sensitive media, for reasons of flexibility, scalability, and cost. But if digitized sound from the stage at a concert is delayed too much by the network on its way to the mixer, an audio processor, and then to the speakers, the resulting comb filtering is distracting to the performers and degrades the resulting experience. Audio or video samples that arrive before the deadline cause no problem if an independent time reference is available, but if the latency exceeds a deadline, that media data cannot be used. In this case, use of accurate time is used to control the phase of the rendering. The use of time for bounding latency in industrial control similarly requires accurate, shared time in order to apply actuator values simultaneously as part of a machine control loop.
   Consider financial transaction systems. In order to achieve latency control, they must first have the ability to measure the latency. This requires that globally accurate time be distributed to all of the network and computational elements. Financial traders, brokers, and exchanges are collaborating to reduce the latency of transactions within the FIX Inter-party Latency Working Group (FIX IPL). FIX IPL has defined mandatory and recommended/optional latency monitoring points. These points/times vary from when a transaction was initiated at the seller/buyer in the CPU/Server of origin, to the time the transaction was placed on the internal network of the seller/buyer, when the transaction was placed on the external network, the arrival at the broker, processing/aggregation by the broker, when sent on to the exchange through the brokers network, then through an external network to the exchange, and through the various switches and routers in the exchange and eventually through to the exchange server where the trade is executed. Similarly, there are considerations to measure the latency of execution completion back to the seller/buyer in addition to stock prices via multicast feeds. In order to achieve minimization of delays in this process, it is first necessary to distribute timing, then to accurately timestamp events and measure time intervals among the various process elements and then to reduce the delays via design, architecture or process. Today's state of the art is limited to hundreds of microseconds in global accuracy and tens of microseconds in resolution whereas the process steps themselves may be sub-microsecond in duration. The result is apparent non-causality of transactions, e.g., a transaction that due to mistimed systems appears to have been completed before the transaction was placed.
   Next consider the fairness issue in connection with transaction processing and information delivery. Financial exchanges are required by the SEC to provide fair and equal access/processing in the exchange. Among those parties paying for a certain tier of service, it is required to deliver a service level agreement, SLA, that is not just fast, but also fair in terms of latency to the extent possible. For instance, two brokers/banks co-located in the NYSE paying the same price for a service tier expect that their trades will be executed faster than those paying a lower tier, but the exchange must provide a fairness of the trade execution among those at the same service level. This means that the exchange must meet an SLA of a certain latency with a bounded jitter (latency variation). This is a much harder problem to solve than the telecommunications service provider that is just trying to provide service below a certain maximal delay. Not only must the exchange be able to measure the delay of the transactions, they must act, at a packet level, to queue or hold traffic such that the transaction completion times and/or network transit times meet an acceptable probability distribution (mean and jitter). Today’s switches and routers are not designed to support forwarding packets at a constant or at least a stationary mean with bounded jitter. Today’s routers typically forward packets as soon as they can as opposed to in a time-wise fair manner.
   A case in point is multicast traffic, such as price quote information that is multicast to a set of clients subscribing to a particular stream of trading information, a "feed". Many routers suffer from the "multicast diameter" issue whereby certain router ports have different delays from the incoming port. These routers are extremely problematical for the Financial exchange provider that must provide latency fairness. The fairness requirement requires time transfer to the network elements, measurement/calibration/compensation of inter-port delays and potentially deep packet inspection to identify the customer for the purpose of monitoring inter-customer fairness. There may exist queuing processes that can inherently equalize the delays without inherent knowledge of time, but in all cases the transit times must be measured and validated as per the SLA. In addition, it is a common occurrence for many systems to respond to a price change (as received in a multicast feed) resulting in a flurry of transactions queued at nearly the same time. The resulting burst of traffic may be of extremely high volume but last for a very short time, of a millisecond or less, and is called a microburst. If one customer has a consistent (though inadvertent) latency edge then it can gain an unfair advantage over the other customers by being the system that is on the front edge, or potentially being the intentional or unintentional cause of the microburst. The financial exchange therefore has the task to find an optimally small latency while minimizing jitter and still providing fairness under all ranges.
of network loading.

b) Critical research issues – time support of latency control: There are fundamental enhancements that must be made to the network elements that transport data including:

- Use of techniques including cut-through switching and time-sensitive switching to bound latency
- Development of new time-sensitive routing algorithms and scheduling techniques for TSN
- Switch/router/network architectures that measure intra and inter element latency and jitter
- Techniques to reduce/control multicast diameter
- Queuing techniques to mitigate and/or de-synchronize microbursts
- Techniques to manage the conflicting requirements of bounded latency and fair distribution of latency

4) Performance monitoring and optimization:

a) State of the art – performance monitoring and optimization: Timing is essential for systems performance monitoring and performance optimization. Service providers are required to meet or exceed service level agreements (SLAs) that they have contracted to provide for their customers. The SLA specifies key performance indicators (KPIs) that are used to measure and prove performance to the agreement. KPIs always include measurements of throughput, delay (latency), jitter (variation of latency), and loss, all of which are reported as a function of time or over a given time period. In addition, KPIs include mean time to repair (MTTR) service in the event of an outage or degradation. MTTR is fundamentally dependent upon root cause analysis (RCA) and RCA is based upon an operator's ability to pinpoint the time of an event, the events leading up to the failure event and the events that follow the failure. This process is greatly enhanced when the time of events is very well known. Poor timing results in event sequences that appear "non-causal".

Due in large part to the relatively poor timing for the monitoring and reporting systems in most of today's network equipment, RCA systems require a combination of heuristics and human intelligence to logically arrange the alarms and events according to possible or likely time lines. This costly and time-consuming process of event resequencing is obviated if the timing of all of the monitoring systems is globally accurate. Timing accuracy therefore results in a great reduction in MTTR, better quality of service, operational efficiency, etc. Today, service providers are spending billions of dollars on network probes, data storage, data base systems and analytics platforms to monitor, measure and extract valuable information to operate their networks more efficiently. All of these systems can benefit from better timing than has been available to date.

Today's network probes use timing as a basis for their measurement, for instance ICMP PING [22], Two-Way Active Measurement Protocol (TWAMP) [23], One-Way Active Measurement Protocol (OWAMP) [24], IETF RFC2544 [25] and Y.1731 [26]. These protocols rely on timing accuracy that typically is derived from IEEE1588-2008 PTPv2 and/or NTP with or without Synchronous Ethernet [2].

In many cases the measurements are self-referential, e.g., TWAMP and PING, and the measurement results from one pair of devices cannot be precisely correlated in time with other devices in the network. This is especially the case when NTP timing is used or if the underlying packet transport network is highly asymmetrical as in DOCSIS or PPN. Time offsets between these systems is often in the milliseconds, whereas the communication processes, and indeed the impairments in the processes that need to be monitored, may exist for hundreds of microseconds or less, a potential mismatch of 4 orders of magnitude! It is therefore necessary to distribute time, to timestamp events and to process these events with far better accuracy than has been available to date.

b) Critical research issues – performance monitoring and optimization: Future networks will be carrying much more traffic and significant portions will be time sensitive, e.g. tele-surgery, smart transportation systems, financial systems. Both latency and determinism will be critical in some of these applications. As noted users will demand guarantees of key metrics. To meet these needs additional research is required in the following areas:

- Correlation of globally synchronized statistics from point-to-point active protocols, e.g. (PING, TWAMP, etc)
- Time of flight measurement and correlation of data packets that are passively or actively monitored, tapped or port mirrored at more than one observation point
- Development of monitoring probes, optimum deployment patterns to ensure coverage across a distributed network
- Verifying time accuracy and traceability
- The use of enhanced timing accuracy for root cause analysis, and to improve mean time to repair

5) Wireless spectrum and bandwidth utilization:

a) State of the art – wireless spectrum and bandwidth utilization: It is clear that the demand for wireless bandwidth will only continue to grow with mobile phone usage (voice, applications) and with the widespread use of wireless communications for IoT devices (e.g., IEEE 802.15.4 and the protocol families that ride atop it such as ZigBee and WirelessHART). Increasing bandwidth demand within fixed spectrum allocations necessitates increasingly efficient usage of that spectrum. Part of this will come from improved channel coding, up to the Shannon limit (with techniques such as spinal codes [27]). But attention must also be focused on bandwidth lost to synchronization that could be harvested with better time synchronization between the users of a given channel. TDMA techniques [28, 29] depend critically on maintaining accurate timing within clusters of IoT devices. These, in turn, depend on the accuracy and drift characteristics of local clocks (often derived from inexpensive quartz oscillators). Improvements in low-power, highly-accurate timekeeping methods in IoT-

6Synchronous Ethernet is the common name for ITU-T Recommendations G.8261, G.8262, and G.8264. These protocols result in frequency transfer at OSI layer 1 and leave questions of phase and time to higher layer protocols, e.g. NTP, PTP
class devices will translate directly into bandwidth savings and channel efficiency.

In addition to mobile phone usage, there is an increasing demand for lower delay (for real-time interactive communications) augmenting the need to for spectrum usage efficiency. It is well known that the performance of wireless communications systems is fundamentally dependent upon phase and frequency [30]. The physical layer provides the best accuracy of time distribution, since timing is fundamentally a physical signal. But the time is needed at the different levels of the node and has to be propagated to them. Among the wireless technologies with the most stringent requirements are CDMA, WCDMA, WiMAX, DVB-H, LTE and variants of Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS) and Coordinated MultiPoint (CoMP). These technologies require accurate inter-tower time synchronization ranging from 10micro-seconds down to 100ns, and frequency synchronization to 50 ppb. Today’s state of the art basestation systems are marginally capable of providing such accuracy but suffer from reliability issues (GPS) or network asymmetry (IEEE1588). Still, telecommunications operators such as China Mobile [13] are aggressively installing these networks.

Better timing available at handsets, femtocells, small cells and macrocells will permit better spectrum utilization via reduced guardbands and denser signal constellations. This in turn permits more users, and more bandwidth per user. There is also the possibility of reduced power and thus energy savings or battery charge longevity.

Similar issues arise for coaxial (DOCSIS) and fiber (GPON) transmission media. Today these systems use round trip delays to measure the distance and transport time to the PHY and MAC layers, but not to the overlying layers. Accurate timing can reduce the guard band dead times improving efficiency (bandwidth utilization) of the channel.

b) Critical research issues – wireless spectrum and bandwidth utilization: Needed research topics include:

- Hybrid solutions for better timing of basestations, and handsets
- Packet timing distribution over DOCSIS/GPON with transparent clocks or the equivalent[7]
- Guardband reduction for better spectrum use
- Bandwidth improvement by coordinating multiple Wi-Fi access points

D. Timing support for applications

A central tenet of the great progress we have made in computers and networks is due to the ability to design with abstractions that can be realized in hardware. Currently, programming languages and design tools can implement abstractions with great repeatability in terms of function and speed of performance, but the clock speeds and timing accuracy are deliberately discarded. Timing is a performance metric, not a correctness criterion. Timing is implementation dependent.

Manufacturers have to stockpile parts to last the lifetime of the product if it has time-sensitive features. We need a semantics of time in software with hardware support that will ensure repeatability of timing in diverse hardware. Determinism at the interface between software and the real-world is necessary to ensure repeatable behavior that is implementation independent.

In this section we examine the state of the art and critical issues for several aspects of timing support for applications: predictable execution times, timing interface hardware support, and issues of scale.

1) Predictable execution in time-aware systems:

a) State of the art-predictable execution: Computing hardware, generally, has evolved toward delivering raw performance and has compromised its suitability as elements in time-based systems. Caches, speculative execution, and other mechanisms that improve aggregate performance in modern processors significantly degrade predictability and, hence, the applicability of these processors for high-precision real-time computation. We believe there is an opportunity to revisit some of these architectural decisions and further develop computational models that are, at their heart, time-respecting. Early work in adapting data flow and multithreaded architectures [32] to real time systems [33] shows promise but is underdeveloped. Modern FPGA technology provides the power and flexibility for experimentation and development of these and other new concepts [34].

Timing analysis and application design can be simplified if the underlying hardware has predictable timing behavior, i.e. the size of the machine state is limited. The idea of precision timed machines (PRET) was first advocated by Edwards and Lee [35] in 2007. Of particular interest here are PRET machines that augment the instruction set architecture (ISA) with timing instructions [36].

A common way for PRET machines to achieve repeatability is to remove pipeline hazards by means of thread-interleaved pipelines [37] and by replacing caches with scratchpad memories [38]. Other predictable processor designs include a reactive processor based on Xilinx MicroBlaze processor [39], a predictable Java processor JOP [40], and the XMOS architecture [41].

b) Critical research issues– predictable execution: With such proofs-of-concept in hand, the key remaining challenge will be to motivate adoption of these concepts for time-predictability into mainstream processors. This implies the need for fundamental research in the following areas:

- Hardware mechanisms of time-aware, time-preserving, and timing-predictable computation, starting from a deep understanding of present-day architectures
- Mechanisms that are minimally invasive and, therefore, maximally adoptable by the mainstream
- A new semantics of time in programming languages, as well as corresponding work in compilers and runtime systems to take advantages of these new hardware mechanisms

2) Timing interface hardware support:
a) State of the art-timing interface hardware support:
There are four time-critical interfaces between the clock and other features of a time-aware device. These interfaces exist at sensors, actuators, network input and output, and to microprocessor code execution.

- Sensor and actuator interfaces: In most current devices driven directly from firmware the response timing precision is limited by interrupt latency. If tighter timing is required then typically the design will be implemented in hardware, often an FPGA. Indeed it is not uncommon that all critical timing is implemented in an FPGA. An alternative and promising approach is embodied in the design of the Texas Instruments DP83640 [42]. This chip includes an Ethernet PHY, a hardware clock that can be synchronized to its network peers, for example using IEEE 1588, and most importantly registers that can either capture the value of clock in response to a hardware signal (timestamping) or can generate a hardware signal when the time of the clock matches a timestamp written to a register. This chip allows control of sensor and actuator events to a precision of 8ns.

- Network interfaces: The timing of these interfaces is typically asynchronous and can depend on network traffic patterns, local operating system loads and of course on the details of the communication protocol. The network interfaces used in safety-critical systems typically use a time triggered approach, e.g. SAE6802 [11] which can provide a high degree of determinism but scale poorly to large systems. New Ethernet controllers are becoming available that provide PTP timestamping and hardware event capabilities to commercial off-the-shelf computers [43] but transferring time within the system between various I/O and computational units is lacking.

- Code execution: Except in a pure hardware solution there is interaction between supporting hardware and code executing in a microprocessor. Operating systems typically provide timers based on the microprocessor clock, which in general is not synchronized to its networked peers. Furthermore the latency and accuracy of timer-based interactions is limited by interrupt and other operating system latency and jitter which limits timing precision to microseconds at best and often much worse. Likewise the timing of communications between executing software and the network interfaces and even to devices like the DP83640 is limited by these same factors.

- System interconnects: Recent additions of time to buses such as PCI Express will give hardware support to time-transfer within large systems [44] but the effective use of such features by applications requires further work.

In addition the use of multi-core and multi-CPU designs introduces timing dependent on the distribution of execution between cores or CPUs. These timing dependencies are often non-deterministic and thus difficult to analyze and control.

b) Critical research issues– timing interface hardware support: Needed research in this area includes:

- Support architectures inspired by the DP83640 but with deterministic timing for executing code
- Standardization efforts at the interfaces between sensors and actuators, and between the synchronized clocks and code execution
- Scalable network interfaces with predictable timing
- Low latency support for code execution, e.g. timers and for newer architectures such as Ptides (discussed briefly in Section III-E1)
- Develop multi-CPU, and multi-core CPUs with a strict notion of time
- Research is needed to understand the accuracy with which time can be transferred to all threads and cores and the accuracy with which a process can time an event and measure time between events
- Do all of this without slowing progress toward lower power and longer battery life

3) Issues of scale in time-aware systems:

a) State of the art-issues of scale: The Internet of Things represents a fifth generation of computing platforms. It is distinguished from the previous generations by scale (within the scope under consideration here, a conservative estimate is that 10x as many IoT devices will be installed annually as there will be mobile phones sold annually). Issues of scale lead naturally to an only handle it once (OHIO) approach to systems architecture and deployment, and the substantial costs of installing large-scale wired networks (or even providing wired power to such devices) has motivated substantial research over the last 15 years into wireless sensor networks (WSN), primarily aimed at battery-operated (or energy-harvesting [45]) devices. There are a number of Time Synchronization Protocols in WSN. A summary of some of these and a proposal for a new one is by Shannon et. al. [46].

Under the assumptions of constrained power and imperfect wireless networking technologies, IoT devices must be thought of as functioning in a semi-connected fashion in peer-to-peer networks and/or in hierarchical networks connecting to cloud services. Lacking strong guarantees of connectedness, IoT devices providing cyber-physical interfaces (sensing the environment and, through various control processes, actuating devices in the physical world), must necessarily have local access (in-SoC, on-board) to accurate time information so that sensed (input) data can be properly time-labeled for later cross-network correlation. And for those IoT devices that provide actuation, correct local time is essential to carrying out pre-scheduled physical actions, despite the vagaries of the wireless networks that tie these systems together [47] [48].

For example the Samsung Galaxy S4 smart phone reportedly incorporates an accelerometer, a gyroscope, a hygrometer, a magnetometer, a light sensor, a thermometer, and a barometer as well as a camera. However access to these as components in the IoT is based on current individual ownership of the connection and with timing limited by either the cellular system or GPS with limited holdover.

As discussed previously, IoT devices are especially vulnerable to attack in the present incarnation. Both because the
radio links can be hacked, and because the spectrum is largely unmonitored.

b) Critical research issues– issues of scale: Issues of scale in time aware systems suggest the following critical research areas:

- The creation of ultra-low-power, stable local time references
- Robustly maintain cross-IoT-network synchronization in the presence of semi-connectedness
- IoT security, including verifiability of the timing signal
- Distributed computing issues: latency, distribution and optimization of computation locality, communication and storage
- Provide time provided as a service

E. Development environments

Though there are powerful tools available for system development, simulation and code generation, incorporating precise timing and deterministic functioning will require a fundamental shift in the design of these tools and their relationship to fundamental physical levels of hardware.

1) State of the art: There are many design environments supporting various aspects of system design, e.g. Simulink, LabView, Rational, Step7, Ptolemy. They are reasonably sophisticated in terms of simulating system behavior given the proper models. They are much weaker when used to specify system behavior, especially timing behavior, and then generate executables that map the design to a range of commercial systems with varying degrees of support for timing interface hardware (see III-D2 above). There are few if any tools for adequately visualizing, analyzing, and verifying timing properties.

We need abstractions that can model a system’s timing accurately and which can then be translated into implementations that faithfully reproduce the timing design. Such systems would then allow for design abstractions to include timing which would lead to implementation independence.

An example of a development environment that addresses these issues is the Ptides environment which currently operates only on the Ptolemy framework [49] [50]. This environment allows the user to specify timing within a GUI along with more common development elements. Ptides has been used to produce deterministic timing when compiled and applied to varied hardware. Ptides represents a start toward including time accuracy along with the complex features of modern development environments.

2) Critical research issues: Key research issues include:

- Design environments that specify the design of system timing independent of the target execution platform
- as Develop suitable execution platform support to realize this timing
- Models, languages, design interfaces that allow specification of timing as a first class artifact
- Analysis and visualization tools to aid the designer in timing specification and reasoning about time

F. Time aware applications

This section discusses current examples of application domains that incorporate at least some time aware features or would be enhanced if they did. A number of years ago Barbara Liskov noted that NTP spurred interest in using global time to improve mainstream computer science algorithms and protocols [51]. It is time to revisit this question in the context of advances in global time capability.

1) State of the art: The design of local safety-critical systems using time-triggered architectures is reasonably well understood [19]. However these techniques are brittle with respect to scaling and at least in their present form are not suitable for the IoT or other large scale applications or for a system of systems. Machine-to-machine (M2M) technologies, expected to grow rapidly as part of the IoT, will be a major consumer of synchronization [3]. As an illustrative example, Cisco talks of “Smart and Connected Passenger Vehicles” [52]. They envision four different connection capabilities in a vehicle: 1) within the car, 2) to personal devices, 3) around the car, and 4) to the cloud. Each of these capabilities has aspects that require levels of synchronization to reach their full potential. Current synchronization technologies will need more precision to fully enable various safety and optimization functions. Better integration of timing with computers and networks is essential to facilitate such technologies.

A number of applications require new research to support their use of precise timing. An example of the early applications of time aware techniques is the time-synchronized and distributed rendering of audio over standard networks. These include implementations of the IEEE 802.1AS profile of IEEE 1588 discussed earlier, [31], over Ethernet for professional audio installations in theaters, concert halls, airports, hospitals, and even homes. This recent industry direction has begun to provide a foundation of commercial off-the-shelf devices on which research into some of the new areas may be performed [7]. Similar applications have appeared in industrial control particularly for motion control, e.g. packaging machines [53].

However in many ways the Google Spanner project is the most interesting from the view of incorporating global time as an integral part of applications. Following Liskov’s dictum, Google used an NTP-based global time service to “Transform commit order reasoning to timestamp order reasoning” [54].

Expanding on the example of synchronized audio, there are a number of application areas that would benefit from increasingly network-capable devices sharing physical proximity — if they are synchronized. For example, a group of microphone-equipped cell phones could become an ad hoc microphone array [55], or a phased array wireless communication system (known as cooperative diversity) [56] for improved range, reduced interference, or perhaps lower total power. Actively
adaptive A/V media distribution among synchronized home networked devices has enormous possibility but would benefit from further research. Indeed, when a mobile device interacts with the physical world, whether through acoustic or electromagnetic signals, acceleration or through stimulating any of the other multitude sensors being integrated into smart devices, these devices could act in concert in new interesting ways when such interactions with the physical world are time-coordinated or time-correlated.

Devices operating behind the scenes are not the only type for which precise time and timing is important. Even consumer-oriented devices like personal computers, tablets, and smart phones interact with one another and also with the physical world as computers become increasingly “social”. Historically, such devices communicated “data” to large servers, communicating between themselves only through the “cloud”, but peer to peer networking is becoming increasingly collaborative in ways that requires accurate time (see Wi-Fi Direct, for example) — and when two devices share proximity in space, they could interact with the physical world in new ways if (when) they also share precise time. But these applications will require research in areas of ad hoc cooperative diversity, cooperative noise suppression, dynamic acoustic source localization and tracking, irregular array microphone beam-forming algorithms. And these algorithms must be practical in even a handheld device without sacrificing battery life or adding excessive cost.

2) **Critical research issues:** Until adequate design environments are available, creating innovative time-aware applications will be a hand-crafted exercise. At the same time realistic examples, such as Spanner and local techniques for ensembling sensor data, will do much to direct efforts in design environments and the other needs discussed in earlier sections.

It is therefore critically important that research efforts be made to:

- Examine high value existing applications for potential improvements using time-aware techniques (e.g. what Google did on Spanner)
- Consider the implication of timing on the IoT
  - Coordination
  - Location
  - Determinism
- Produce compelling new or enhanced applications using more accurate, stable, and/ or reliable timing

IV. **Conclusions**

We have attempted to outline the state of the art and critical research areas in the area of time-aware systems. As we have seen with the exception of safety-critical systems, the area is still in its infancy, yet holds great potential to help enable or improve many compelling existing applications, e.g. intelligent transportation, financial industry, and telecommunications. Synchronization research will be needed for longer term developments such as the IoT.

It is also apparent, for example by analyzing the bibliography, that the researchers and developers of the various
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